
 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Book Test(Online
Instructions) by Josh Zandman

Alice features the original method featured in all of the Zandman Book Test titles:
Instantly know the word someone is thinking of without ever even seeing their
word!

Nothing to memorize
No questions asked
Nothing is written down
Completely examinable

BONUS

Alice works with Peter Pan and Jungle Book. No matter where your spectator
stops you as you rifle through the pages of Alice, you will know the first word on
the same page number in the other 2 books!

** Alice introduces a brilliant new principle with a game changing new
method **

Alice allows you to instantly know which word and picture someone is thinking of
without ever touching the book. You don't ask any questions, there is nothing
written down, no need to fish for information, and best of all, it can be performed
completely in the spectator's hands!

"Genuine innovations in a book test are rarer than a Cheshire cat, and yet Josh
Zandman's new Alice Book Test is easy to use and offers surprises that will make
you grin from ear to ear!"
- Brett Barry

"The best part about performing magic is when it happens completely in the
spectator's hands. Alice allows you to read someone's mind under the fairest
conditions. Not only are you not fishing for letters or asking any questions, but
you are not even touching the book. The spectator holdsonto it from start to finish
and you still know exactly which word they are thinking of. It's brilliant!"
- Michael O'Brien

"Josh has created the HOLY GRAIL of Book Tests! I am amazed at the multi
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layers of methods in the new Alice (Zandman) Book Test. This book is
POWERFUL enough for a professional stage/parlor performer, yet simple
enough for the beginner doing one on one for family and friends!"
- Mark Call

For over 10 years, many of the world's most talented magicians and mentalists
have included Zandman's Book Tests in their shows and performances. Take
your performance to the next level with this extremely clean, easy-to-perform
book test that is sure to blow your audience's minds!
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